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INTRODUCTION
In any global CPG giant, MRO (maintenance, repair and operations)
provides a huge opportunity for cost savings by providing visibility of total
spend and vendor performance. While it often remains a low priority and
neglected area, MRO can in fact be a strategic source of reducing plant
inefficiencies and should be a top agenda item for CXOs. Operations
personnel often acquire a tunnel vision and focus to manage only one
plant’s supplies by storing for emergencies, resulting in uncontrolled buying
behavior.
MRO is the category of materials which do not directly get consumed in
production or become part of the end-product but are only used for
producing the company’s final output. If the company runs out of a vital tool
or equipment which is essential for production, it will then stop the
production immediately and impose losses. MRO is highly important for
production but can also be difficult to manage.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – Our purpose
Harmonization & standardization of MRO/spare parts management
w hich has a potential of multi-million savings in global business to the
tune of 8%-15% of MRO spend

Case in Point: A $8 billion CPG company w ith an MRO spend of
$300 million saved ~8% annually (~$24 Million per year)

Show how CPG companies can start on their journey of
standardization, harmonization and setting up MDM Governance
processes
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Understanding MRO management and
its challenges
MRO management

Master data
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Lack of master data governance

Figure 1- Critical challenges in MRO/spare part management

Master data management becomes more difficult in absence of standards. All regions often
maintain their own master data as per different regional rules, which reduces the visibility across
locations. It can become extremely difficult to handle due to volume of material ordered in this
category. Therefore, data handling processes must be streamlined to enhance functionality and
visibility.

Large CPG companies often have multiple plant locations across the globe , and each
location will maintain a separate MRO inventory which is essential for both continuity and
responsiveness of operations. In other words, we can say that MRO inventories are
‘necessary evils’, as we must store the same kind of materials at multiple production units. Cost
optimization then becomes a major challenge in such scenarios.
In case of merger and acquisitions, some equipment of merged companies also come under
one MRO umbrella, and, if all material is kept without categorization and segregation, it then
becomes hard to track all inventory. Non-standardized equipment in that case has no visibility
in the system as well, meaning that segregating everything and maintaining in the system is
another herculean task.
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A case in point
While we have worked with multiple CPG companies, for this paper we will highlight the case
of one client that has multiple production sites across the globe.

At this client, each plant had its own rule of creating new materials and maintaining the
existing MRO master data. For example, a plant in Germany will create and maintain Master
Data using their own discretion. The language became another issue as German was the
primary language for maintaining the master data, which had different master data
standards/taxonomy; for example, for the same part there were different manufacturing part
numbers (MPN) in the system. All MRO data was maintained as per regional languages and
standards. In the absence of global centralization, there was no available way to see
through the inventories of these locations and utilize available materials at cross
locations in case of need.
From our experience of working with various clients, we could see that MRO parts were not
managed efficiently in the system. We could observe a high level of duplication which was
hiding the true picture of inventory health. These issues can be managed by improving
master data management.

Multiple sites across globe:
•
•
•

Multiple data operators
Regional nom enclature
High level of duplication

Less visibility,
Across m ultiple orders which are
placed for sam e m aterial. Cost of
expensive parts are not optim ized

Pain
points
of spare
parts
Not able to trace vendor

performance.

Cost of m aterials are
not optim ized by selecting vendor w ith
com petitive price

In CPG com panies

product life cycle

is short, so
new products are launched
frequently, creating m ore spare parts
to m anufacture them

Figure 2 - Pain Points of Spare Parts
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Our findings in managing spare parts
inventories
For the client, we analyzed spare parts areas to see how they were managed and the level of
accuracy in data management. We came across many issues during our analysis, and have
listed some of them below:
Multiple plants - Our CPG client has manufacturing facilities spread across the globe that
operate in mainly three regions - North America, Europe, and Asia. Each region was managing
spare parts in their own way due to a lack of standardized global practices. Multiple inventory
organizations were counted in the system and each one was managed differently by using
different nomenclature and code conventions, with no visibility and collaboration among each
other. Level of duplication - Across the sites using the SAP system, there are about 800,000
MRO parts and consumables created. All parts were maintaining their records in regional
languages, making it less accessible by other areas.

Figure 1- Approximate spare parts by region
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Table 2- Percentage distribution of master data in various languages

High inventory cost – The spare parts inventory was full of materials with same appearance but
different specifications. To differentiate each item in the system, storeroom coordinators were
using different methods, (for example, sometimes adding a special character in the description)
which provide no clarity on specifications. This resulted in ordering the same item multiple times,
as and when the requirement came up.

Huge investment in expensive OEM Parts - Each location invested in expensive OEM parts
separately. If visibility across locations was sufficient, inventory of OEM machines with
another location could be utilized by the location in need. This way, heavy machinery investments
could be minimized.
Shortening product life cycle of a CPG company- The product life cycle of a CPG product is
relatively short. Therefore, companies need to launch new products frequently which
automatically demands more spare parts in order to produce new variety of products. The need
for spare parts inventory then grows as the product portfolio expands.
Opportunities for vendor rationalization- Spare parts are generally low-cost materials. It is a
common practice to assign a main vendor for all spare parts requirement. However, this means
vendor allocation is not automatically reviewed each time, impacting on the price optimization and
costs for the company. In the absence of spare parts and vendor categorization in the system,
it becomes very difficult to revisit the vendor allocations for optimization.
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Our solutions
Thanks to our extensive experience with our CPG clients, we created solutions that helped
optimize costs.
De-duplication - We selected an advanced Infosys tool (also available from third parties) to help
the client. With this application, vendors can request a single consolidated file with all regional
data that has been cleaned, enriched and deduplicated. We prioritized sites to start the deduplication process based on requirements and constraints imposed by parallel ongoing
projects.
Data governance - To establish data governance, we designed workflows for executing all
system driven requests (creation, extension, change, block, or deletion). We divided the requests
in two categories - global requests and local requests.
Data management - We decided to execute all material requests in our Infosys Integrity tool in
order to cater regional requirements, streamline data management, and ensure no duplicates will
be created going forward.

Removal of duplicate,
elimination of language
barriers

DATA
ENRICHMENT

Creating workflows and
approval hierarchy to
ensure data governance
going forward

REAL TIME
INTEGRATION

01
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DE DUPLICATION

Data classification,
designing taxonomy and
validation rules

DATA
GOVERNANCE

Real time data
processing and
governance integration

Realized benefits
Thanks to our solutions, we managed to reduce the overall management of spare
parts by 8%. We also improved significantly the visibility of spare parts purchased
on all locations. Finally, we achieved sustainable data governance, thanks to our
real-time integration tool.

$8B

$ 240 M
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8%

04
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CONCLUSION
Though MRO management has been neglected for a long time, we
can clearly identify significant cost saving opportunities and process
optimization. We have highlighted the main pain points of MRO: multilocation companies with different processes and taxonomy, duplicated
inventories and items, and lack of data classification and vendor
rationalization.

All these issues can be solved by improving data management. CPG
companies will benefit from a real time integration tool and enhanced
data management, which will provide comprehensive inventory
records, costs tracking or purchasing capabilities.
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